GET TO KNOW YOUR TOOLS.

Start your Camp Invention experience right away by setting up your INNOVATOR WORKSHOP. Find your Toolbelt and Maker Mat, along with the other materials in the bags. Feel free to check out all the fun materials. Just use the checklist below to be sure you get them all back in the right bags so you will be ready to invent!

How did you set up your workshop? Share with us on our Camp Invention® Facebook page facebook.com/CampInvention

INVENTOR'S CHECKLIST

INNOVATOR'S TOOLKIT

TOOLBELT

MAKER MAT

CONTENTS:

- Maker Mat
- Assorted beads
- Bendy straws
- Bobbin
- Cardboard pot
- Clay
- Flower
- Glow marble
- Jellyfish
- Leaves
- Mini grabber
- Pencil
- Pipe cleaners
- Plastic cups
- Plastic stand
- Robotic fish
- Scissors
- Stretchy fish
- Tank
- Tank clings
- Tape
- Water beads
- Wax sticks

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- Marble Arcade Inventor Log
- Robotic Aquatics Inventor Log

**Materials subject to change.

INVENTOR WORKSHOP

NIHFty Explores™ STEAM Cards

CONTENTS:

- Maker Mat
- Plush NIHFty Bot™
- Toolbelt

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- NIHFty Explores STEAM Cards

Marble Arcade™

CONTENTS:

- Adhesive squares
- Bendy straws
- Bobbin
- Cardboard brackets
- Cardboard tracks
- Clear tube
- Clothespins
- Dominoes
- Foam ball
- Glow marble
- L-Clips
- Marble
- Marble Arcade Board
- Markers
- Paper cups
- Pencil
- Pipe cleaners
- Pom-poms
- Scissors
- Small box
- Tape

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- Marble Arcade Inventor Log

Robotic Aquatics™

CONTENTS:

- Adhesive square
- Assorted beads
- Bendy straws
- Cardboard pot
- Clay
- Flower
- Glow marble
- Jellyfish
- Leaves
- Mini grabber
- Pencil
- Pipe cleaners
- Plastic cups
- Plastic stand
- Robotic fish
- Scissors
- Stretchy fish
- Tank
- Tank clings
- Tape
- Water beads
- Wax sticks

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- Robotic Aquatics Inventor Log

NIHF's The Attic™

CONTENTS:

- AA battery
- Acrylic sheet
- Air-drying clay
- Bendy straws
- Black washable marker
- Clay
- Coffee filter
- Cotton swab
- Craft sticks
- Foam sheet
- Gear box
- Gear box
- Markers
- Motor
- Paper straws
- Pencil
- Permanent adhesive squares
- Pipe cleaners

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- NIHF’s The Attic Inventor Log & Sticker Sheet

Spacecation™

START HERE!

CONTENTS:

- Aluminum foil
- Bendy straws
- Black light
- Black paper cup
- Brads
- Cardboard circle
- Chart paper
- Craft sticks with holes
- Deli container
- Glow-in-the-dark pony beads
- Glow powder
- Grow animal
- Hook-and-loop dots
- Magnet
- Markers
- Measuring tape
- Mesh ribbon
- Paper bowls
- Pipe cleaners
- Polymer snow
- Pom-poms
- Scissors
- Small box
- Small paper cups
- Spoon
- Tape
- Triangular clips

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

- Spacecation Inventor Log & Sticker Sheet

Marble Arcade Board

Cardboard brackets

Cardboard tracks

Bobbin

Plastic Stand

Water beads

Glow marble

L-Clips

Magnet

Paper bowls

Pipe cleaners

Plastic cups

Plastic stand

Pom-poms

Ropes

SELECTED MATERIALS: